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Let X be a n-dimensional complex Stein manifold and F be a perverse sheaf on
X. The main result of this paper is that the complex of formal cohomology
R1c(X; F
w
OX) [n] is concentrated in degree zero. This result relies on some
preliminaries which may have their own interest: flatness of the sheaf of
holomorphic tempered functions and a tempered version of Cartan’s Theorem B.
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INTRODUCTION
In the 1980’s, in order to solve the RiemannHilbert problem, M. Kashiwara
introduced the functor of tempered cohomology THom( } , OX) defined on
the category of R-constructible sheaves on a complex manifold X. Its
restriction to the category of perverse sheaves is an inverse of the solution
functor RHomDX ( } , OX) on the category of regular holonomic DX -modules.
More precisely, when F is a perverse sheaf, then the complex THom(F, OX)
is concentrated in degree zero and is a regular holonomic DX -module
whose solution sheaf is F.
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In 1995, M. Kashiwara and P. Schapira introduced a functor dual to
THom( } , OX), the functor of formal cohomology denoted by } 
w
OX . These
functors make it possible to have a unified approach to both formal
completion and local algebraic cohomology.
The aim of the present paper is to show the following vanishing theorem:
On a dX -dimensional complex Stein manifold X, for F a perverse
sheaf on X, the complex R1c(X; F
w
OX) [dX] is concentrated in
degree zero.
For example, if we take the trivial case F=CX , we find naturally that
H qc(X; OX) is zero for any q{dX . If S is a complex hypersurface of X, we
have CS 
w
OX=OX | S the formal completion of OX along S, and we get
H qc(X; OX | S)=0 for any q{dX&1. More generally, if Y is a closed com-
plex analytic submanifold of X, F=CY[dY&dX] is perverse and we get
H qc(X; OX | Y)=0 for any q{dY .
Special attention must be paid to the fact that the object R1c(X; F
w
OX)
does not belong naturally either to the derived category of FS-spaces or to
the derived category of DFS-spaces. To overcome the difficulty, we use the
factorization:
H qc(X; F
w
OX)&
U
Hq(X; FU 
w
OX),
where U ranges over the family of relatively compact subanalytic Stein
open subsets of X and the duality between the complexes R1c(X; FU
w
OX) #
Db(FS) and R1c(X; THom(FU , 0X)) [dX] # Db(DFS). Hence we are
reduced to prove a vanishing theorem for R1c(X; THom(FU , OX)) which is
obtained by means of Siu’s and Ho rmander’s theorems.
The plan of this paper is the following. First, we recall some results of
Y. T. Siu and L. Ho rmander of division of holomorphic functions with
bounds. In Section 2, when U is a relatively compact subanalytic Stein
open subset of X, we prove the flatness over OX of the sheaf O t&UX of tem-
pered holomorphic functions on U. This result allows us to show that
THom(FU , OX) is a complex concentrated in degree zero. Moreover, we
prove a tempered Cartan’s Theorem and then a vanishing theorem for the
complex R1(X; THom(FU , OX)). Finally, the analysis in Section 3 of
the topology on global sections of some modules will allow us to obtain
the main result by using topological duality between tempered and formal
cohomology.
We thank P. Schapira for proposing this problem to our attention and
for many fruitful discussions.
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1. NOTATIONS AND REVIEW
Let X be a real analytic manifold. We will consider the objects associated
with X:
CX the sheaf of C
 functions,
DbX the sheaf of Schwartz distributions,
DX the sheaf of finite order differential operators,
Db(CX) the bounded derived category of the category
of complexes of sheaves of C-vector spaces,
DbR&c(CX) the full subcategory in D
b(CX) given by objects
whose cohomology groups are R-constructible sheaves.
We refer the reader to [K-S2] for a detailed exposition of sheaf theory
in the framework of derived categories.
The Whitney functor has been introduced by M. Kashiwara and
P. Schapira in their paper [K-S1]. We recall some properties of this
functor as well as of the Schwartz functor THom( } , DbX) of Kashiwara
[K2].
Let U be a subanalytic open subset of X, and let Z=X"U be its complement.
We set
THom(CZ , DbX)=1ZDbX, (1)
CU 
w
CX =I

X, Z , (2)
the subsheaf of CX consisting of functions which vanish on Z up to infinite
order.
One defines the sheaves THom(CU , DbX) and CZ 
w
CX by the short
exact sequences
0  1Z DbX  DbX  THom(CU , DbX)  0, (3)
0  IX, Z  C

X  CZ 
w
CX  0. (4)
Now one state Lojasiewicz’s Theorem:
Theorem 1.1 (Lojasiewicz [Lo]). Let U1 and U2 be two subanalytic
open subsets of X we denote by Z1 , Z2 their complement, respectively. Then
the two sequences below are exact:
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0  IX, Z1 _ Z2  I

X, Z1
IX, Z2  I

X, Z1 & Z2
 0,
0  1Z1 & Z2 DbX  1Z1 DbX 1Z2 DbX  1Z1 _ Z2DbX  0.
By this result, the functors of Whitney and Schwartz satisfy a kind of
MayerVietoris property, and an abstract result of [K-S1] allows one to
extend these functors as exact functors on the category of R-constructible
sheaves:
} 
w
CX : R&cons(X)  Mod(DX),
THom( } , DbX): (R&cons(X))opp  Mod(DX).
Moreover, given an R-constructible sheaf F, the sheaves F
w
CX and
THom(F, DbX) are soft. These functors being exact, they extend as
functors on the derived categories, from DbR&c(CX) to D
b(DX).
From now on, we consider a complex analytic manifold X, of complex
dimension dX , endowed with its structure sheaf OX . One denotes by O ( p)X
the sheaf of holomorphic p-forms, we also write 0X instead of O (dX)X . We
shall denote by XR the real underlying analytic manifold to X and by X the
complex conjugate manifold to X. We remark that X has XR as its real
underlying manifold and OX as structural sheaf. Then X_X is a com-
plexification of XR by the diagonal embedding XR /X_X . Notice that
DX and DX are two subrings of DXR and if P # DX , Q # DX then [P, Q]=0.
For F # DbR&c(CX ), we set
F
w
OX=RHomDX (OX ; F
w
CXR), (5)
THom(F, OX)=RHomDX (OX ; THom(F, DbXR)). (6)
The functors } 
w
OX and THom( } , OX) are called the functor of formal
cohomology and the functor of moderate cohomology, respectively. The
objects F
w
OX and THom(F, OX) belong to Db(DX). If G is a locally free
OX-module of finite rank, one set:
F
w
G=(F
w
OX) OX G,
THom(F, G)=THom(F, OX) OX G.
When X is a complexification of a real analytic manifold M, CM
w
OX is
nothing but CM and THom(D$X CM , OX) is DbM . If Y is a closed complex
analytic subset of X, CY
w
OX=OX | Y , the formal completion of OX along Y
(in particular, CY
w
OX is concentrated in degree 0) and THom(CY , OX)=
R1[Y](OX), the algebraic cohomology of OX with support in Y.
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2. TEMPERED COHOMOLOGY AND FLATNESS
2.1. Review: Siu and Ho rmander Theorems
Our results on the sheaf THom(FCU , OX) are essentially based on a
theorem by Y. T. Siu [Siu] that we now recall.
Definition 2.1. Let U be a relatively compact subanalytic Stein open
subset of X. A section f # 1(U; OX) is said to have polynomial growth at
p # X if it satisfies the following condition:
for a local holomorphic coordinate system (x1 , ..., xn) around p,
there exist a sufficiently small compact neighborhood K of p and a
positive integer & such that
& f &&= sup
x # K & U
(dist(x, K"U))& | f (x)|<.
We shall denote by 1t(U; OX) the subspace of 1(U; OX) of sections with
polynomial growth at every point of U .
Remark 2.2. [A, K-S1]. Let U be a subanalytic open subset of Cn, and
let f # 1(U; OCn). The fact that ‘‘f is locally with polynomial growth on U ’’
is equivalent to ‘‘f extends as a distribution on Cn.’’
Let us state Siu’s Theorem [Siu]:
Theorem 2.3. Suppose U is a bounded Stein open subset of Cn and
denote by (,ij)1iN$, 1 jN a matrix of holomorphic functions defined in
some open neighborhood of the closure of U. Let 8 : 1(U; ON$)  1(U; ON)
be induced by (,ij). Then there exist M # [1, +] and p # N* satisfying the
following: if f # im 8 and for some & # N* and some A # R+ , | f (x) |
A dist(x, Cn"U )&& for x # U, then there exists g # 1(U; ON$) such that
8(g)= f and
| g(x) |M1+&A dist(x, Cn"U )&&& p.
In particular, suppose ( fi)1iN is an N-tuple of holomorphic functions
on a bounded Stein open subset U of Cn having polynomial growth and
for some N$-tuple of holomorphic functions (gj), 1 jN$, we have fi=
N$j=1 ,ij gj , 1iN, on U. Then, we can always find a N$-tuple of
holomorphic functions (hj)1jN$ on U having polynomial growth such
that fi=N$j=1 ,ijhj , 1iN.
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Corollary 2.4. Let U be a bounded Stein open subset of Cn and
consider an application , : 1(U; ON$)  1(U; ON) and its restriction
,t : 1t(U; ON$)  1t(U; ON). Then
im , & 1t(U; ON)=im ,t .
We also need to recall in this section a Ho rmanderDolbeault type
Theorem with polynomial growth. We denote by 1t(U; DbX) the space of
tempered distributions on U, that is, distributions which extend to X.
Theorem 2.5 [H]. Let U be a relatively compact subanalytic Stein open
subset of a complex analytic manifold X. Then the sequence:
0 w 1t(U; OX) w 1t(U; Db (0, 0)X ) w 1t(U; Db
(0, 1)
X ) w } } }
w

1t(U; Db (0, dX)X ) w 0
is exact.
2.2. The Sheaf Ot&UX
In this section, U denotes a subanalytic Stein open subset of a complex
analytic manifold X.
Let us recall, according to (3), that THom(CU , DbXR) is the subsheaf of
1UDbXR of distributions that extend to XR . More precisely, for all open set
0 we have:
1(0; THom(CU , DbXR))=[u # 1(U & 0; DbXR); u extends to 0].
Let us now recall an important lemma which is deduced from
Ho rmander’s Theorem 2.5 (in loc. cit.):
Lemma 2.6. If U is a subanalytic Stein open subset of X, then
THom(CU , OX) is a complex concentrated in degree 0.
Proof. Indeed, if we consider the stalk at a point x of U, we have:
(H jTHom(CU , OX))x=
V % x
H j (V; THom(CU , OX))
=
V % x
H j (V; THom(CU , DbXR)
(0, } )),
where THom(CU , DbXR)
(0, } ) is the Dolbeault complex with coefficients in
THom(CU , DbXR). The family of open neighborhoods V, such that V & U
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is a Stein subanalytic open set, is cofinal for the above inductive limit. Then
the result follows from Theorem 2.5. K
Notation 2.7. Let U be a subanalytic Stein open subset of X. As the
complex THom(CU , OX) is concentrated in degree zero, we can identify it
to a sheaf and we set for short:
THom(CU , DbX)=Db t&UX ,
THom(CU , OX)=O t&UX .
This last sheaf is called the sheaf of holomorphic tempered functions on U.
Corollary 2.8. Let U be a subanalytic Stein open subset of X. The
space of global sections 1(X; O t&UX ) coincides with the ring 1t(U; OX).
Proof. This result is a direct consequence of Remark 2.2. K
Using this notations we can give the following result:
Corollary 2.9. Let U be a subanalytic Stein open subset of X, then the
following sequence of sheaves:
0 w Ot&UX w (Db
t&U
X )
(0, 0) w

(Db t&UX )
(0, 1) w

} } }
w

(Db t&UX )
(0, dX)  0 (7)
is exact.
We call it the Dolbeault resolution of the sheaf Ot&UX .
2.3. Flatness and Applications
In this section, we prove the flatness of the sheaves Ot&UX and O
U
X O
t&U
X
over OX . We shall deduce then that for any perverse sheaf F on X the
complex THom(FCU , OX) is concentrated in degree zero. First of all, we
state a flatness property which is a consequence of Siu’s Theorem.
Lemma 2.10. Let U be a relatively compact subanalytic Stein open
subset of X. Then the ring 1t(U; OX) is flat over 1(U ; OX), the ring of
holomorphic functions on a neighborhood of U .
Proof. Let us remark that 1(U ; OX) is a noetherian ring (see [F]). Let
(P), (Q) be matrices of holomorphic functions. In order to prove that
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1(X; Ot&UX ) is flat as 1(U ; OX)-module it is enough to show that if we take
a short exact sequence
1(U ; ON$X ) ww
(QU ) 1(U ; ONX) ww
(PU ) 1(U ; ON"X ) (8)
then the sequence
1(X; Ot&UX )
N$ www
(Qt&U ) 1(X; O t&UX )
N www
(Pt&U) 1(X; O t&UX )
N" (9)
is still exact, where (QU ) and (Qt&U) (resp. (PU ) and (Pt&U)) denotes the
morphism induced by (Q) (resp. (P)).
Let us fix ( f ) # 1(X; Ot&UX )
N such that ( f ) # ker(Pt&U). By the exactness
of the sequence (8), there exists (g) # (O(U ))N$ such that f =QU g. By
applying Siu’s Theorem, we deduce that there exists (h) # 1(X; O t&UX )
N$
such that f =Qt&Uh.
This completes the proof. K
For any subanalytic Stein open set U, we will denote by j : U/X the
embedding and we consider the sheaf OUX :=j* j
&1OX .
Theorem 2.11. Let U be a relatively compact subanalytic Stein open
subset of X. Then
(i) The sheaf OUX is flat over OX .
(ii) The sheaf Ot&UX is flat over OX .
Proof. (i) Consider an exact sequence of finite free OX-modules:
ON$X  O
N
X  O
N"
X . (10)
Let x # X and let V be a subanalytic Stein neighborhood of x. Since the
two functors 1(U & V; } ) and  V are exact, we obtain the exact sequence:

V % x
ON$X (U & V)  
V % x
ONX(U & V)  
V % x
ON"X (U & V).
This allows us to obtain an exact sequence in the stalks:
(OUX)
N$
x  (O
U
X)
N
x  (O
U
X)
N"
x .
(ii) Consider the exact sequence (10). Let x and V as above. Since
U & V admits a fundamental system of Stein neighborhoods, by Cartan’s
Theorem B the functor 1(U & V ; } ) is exact. Moreover, due to the
previous lemma, the functor }  1(U & V ; OX) 1t(U & V; OX) is exact. Then,
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applying this last two functors to the exact sequence (10), we get the exact
sequence:
1t(U & V; ON$X )  1t(U & V; O
N
X)  1t(U & V; O
N"
X ).
Taking the inductive limit over the family of subanalytic Stein open
neighborhood V of x, we obtain an exact sequence in the stalks:
(O t&UX )
N$
x  (O
t&U
X )
N
x  (O
t&U
X )
N"
x . K
Notation 2.12. For any coherent analytic sheaf F on X and for any
relatively compact subanalytic Stein open subset U of X, we define
FU :=FOX O
U
X , (11)
Ft&U :=FOX O
t&U
X . (12)
Remark 2.13. We have FU= j* j&1F. In fact, recall first the morphism
FOX j* j
&1OX  j*( j
&1Fj&1OX j
&1OX)& j* j
&1(FOX OX).
Moreover, there exists locally a finite resolution of F by free OX -modules
0  ONpX  } } }  O
N0
X  F  0 (13)
By applying the two exact factors }  OX O
U
X and j* j
&1 to (13), we obtain
the following diagram with exact rows:
0 ww (OUX)
Np ww } } } ww (OUX)
N0 FU 0
/ /
0 ww (OUX)
Np ww } } } ww (OUX)
N0 ww j
*
j&1F ww 0
We deduce that FU= j* j
&1F.
Theorem 2.14. Let U be a relatively compact subanalytic Stein open
subset of X, and let F be a coherent analytic sheaf on X.
(i) Ft&U is a subsheaf of FU.
(ii) The sheaf OUX O
t&U
X is flat over OX .
Proof. (i) This result is a direct consequence of Siu’s Theorem. In fact,
we consider a resolution of F by free OX-modules:
} } }  ON$X  O
N
X  F.
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Due to the flatness of OUX and O
t&U
X over OX , we have the following com-
mutative diagram with exact rows:
} } } ww (O t&UX )
N$ ww
(8t)
(O t&UX )
N ww
=t
Ft&U ww 0
: ; #
} } } ww (OUX)
N$ ww
(8)
(OUX)
N ww
=
FU ww 0
Let us prove the injectivity of # in the stalk.
Let x # X, let V be a subanalytic Stein open neighborhood of x, and let
f # 1(V; (Ot&UX )
N) satisfying # b =t( f )=0. Let f =;( f ) # 1(V & U; ONX). Since
=( f )=0, there exists g~ # 1(V & U; ON$X ) with 8(g~ )= f . By Theorem 2.3 of
Siu, there exists g # 1(V; (O t&UX )
N$) such that 8 b :(g)= f . Hence 8t(g)= f,
and =t( f )=0.
(ii) By definition, we have the following exact sequence:
0  O t&UX  O
U
X  O
U
X O
t&U
X  0.
It is enough to show that for all OX -coherent sheaf F, the sequence
0  Ft&U  FU  FOX O
U
X O
t&U
X  0
is also exact. As the functor F OX } is right exact, the flatness is equiv-
alent to the injectivity of the morphism Ft&U  FU. K
Corollary 2.15. Let U be a relatively compact subanalytic Stein
open subset of X and F a perverse sheaf on X, then the complex
THom(FCU , OX) is concentrated in degree zero.
Proof. According to a theorem of J.-E. Bjo rk [Bj], we have the following
isomorphism:
THom(FCU , OX)&THom(F, OX)LOX THom(CU , OX) (14)
Since F is perverse, THom(F, OX)=M is a regular holonomic DX-module.
Moreover, due to Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 2.11, the complex
THom(CU , OX) is concentrated in degree zero and is flat over OX . This
implies
THom(FCU , OX)&MOX O
t&U
X . (15)
This completes the proof. K
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2.4. Tempered Theorem B and applications
In this section, we will establish a Cartan’s Theorem B with polynomial
type growth conditions. We shall deduce then that for all perverse sheaf F
on X the complex R1(X; THom(FCU , OX)) is concentrated in degree
zero.
To begin with, we state a lemma which is a direct consequence of
Ho rmander’s Theorem.
Lemma 2.16. Let U be a relatively compact subanalytic Stein open
subset of X. Then H q(X; O t&UX )=0 for all q>0.
Proof. According to Corollary 2.9, the sheaf O t&UX admits the following
resolution:
0  (Dbt&UX )
(0, 0) w

(Db t&UX )
(0, 1) w

} } } w

(Db t&UX )
(0, dX)  0. (16)
The sheaves (Dbt&UX )
(0, k) are soft, and hence acyclic for the functor of
global sections 1(X; } ). Then, R1(X, O t&UX ) is represented by the complex
0  1(X; Db t&UX ) w 1(X; Db
t&U
X )
(0, 1) w

} } } w

1(X; Db t&UX )
(0, dX)  0.
(17)
Recalling that 1(X; Dbt&UX )=1t(U; DbX), this complex can be written as
0  1t(U; Db (0, 0)X ) w 1t(U; Db
(0, 1)
X ) w } } } w 1t(U; Db
(0, dX)
X )  0.
(18)
According to Theorem 2.5, this complex is exact except in degree zero.
K
Theorem 2.17. Let U be a relatively compact subanalytic Stein open
subset of X and let G be a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Then
Hq(X; Gt&U)=0 for all q>0.
Proof. First recall that, for any sheaf K on X,
Hq(X; K)=0 for q>2dX+1. (19)
On the other hand, as G is a coherent analytic sheaf, one can find a short
exact sequence on a neighborhood of U ,
0  K  ONX  G  0
where the kernel K is a coherent analytic sheaf.
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Applying the exact functor }  OX O
t&U
X , we obtain the exact sequence
0  Kt&U  (O t&UX )
N  Gt&U  0
and the associated long exact sequence of cohomology
} } }  Hq(X; (O t&UX )
N)  H q(X; Gt&U)  H q+1(X; Kt&U)  } } } .
According to Lemma 2.16, we find
Hq(X; Gt&U)&H q+1(X; Kt&U) \q>0, (20)
and the result follows by induction, using (19). K
We deduce a vanishing theorem on the complex of global sections of the
sheaf THom(FCU , OX).
Corollary 2.18. Let U be a relatively compact subanalytic Stein open
subset of X. Let F be a perverse sheaf on X. Then the complex
R1(X; THom(FCU , OX)) is concentrated in degree zero.
Proof. Let us recall the isomorphism (15)
THom(FCU , OX)&MOX THom(CU , OX),
where M is a regular holonomic DX -module. Then, M admits a global
good filtration (see [K-K]), M= j # N Mj with each Mj a coherent
analytic sheaf. We get then the isomorphism
R1(X; THom(FCU , OX))&R1(X; 
j # N
Mj OX THom(CU , OX)).
Since Mj OX THom(CU , OX) is a sheaf supported by the compact set U ,
we may interchange inductive limit and cohomology groups:
Hq(X; THom(FCU , OX)) t 
j # N
Hq(X; Mj OX THom(CU , OX))
&
j # N
Hq(X; M t&Uj ). (21)
Finally, due to Theorem 2.17, the cohomology groups Hq(X; Mt&Uj )
vanish for all j # N and q>0. K
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3. TOPOLOGY ON THE SPACE OF SECTIONS OF A D-MODULE
3.1. Spaces of Type FS, DFS and LF
In this section, we recall some general properties on topological vector
spaces, referring the reader to [Bo, Gr, B-S] for a more detailed exposition.
Definition 3.1 [Gr]. A topological vector space E is said to be a strict
inductive limit if it is an inductive limit of a sequence [En]n , of locally
convex spaces satisfying the following condition:
[En]n is an increasing family of vector subspaces of E, such that
their union is E and each En is endowed with a locally convex
Hausdorff topology for which En /Em , implies that En is a closed
topological vector subspace of Em and its topology is the topology
induced by Em .
Proposition 3.2 [Gr]. Let E be a strict inductive limit space of an
increasing sequence of subspaces En . Then the En ’s are closed in E, and the
topology on En coincides with the topology induced by E. Moreover, E is
Hausdorff.
Let E be a locally convex space, V be an convex closed neighborhood of
the origin, and let p(x) be the seminorm corresponding to V. We denote by
EV the normed space with norm p(x) obtained from E by identifying the
two elements x and y with p(x& y)=0. If U/V, then the natural linear
mapping 8U, V : EU  EV is well defined.
Definition 3.3 [Gr]. A locally convex space E is said to be a
Schwartz space if for each convex close neighborhood V of 0 there is
another U such that 8U, V is a compact operator as an operator from EU
to E V , the completion of EV .
One denotes by FS (respectively DFS) the category of Fre chetSchwartz
spaces (respectively the dual of these spaces endowed with the strong
topology on the dual).
These spaces enjoy the following stability properties: all closed subspaces
of a FS (resp. DFS) spaces are FS (resp. DFS) spaces; all quotient of a FS
(resp. DFS) spaces by a closed subspace is again FS (resp. DFS) spaces.
In this context, one have the closed graph Theorem and Banach’s
Theorem reads: a continuous surjective C-linear map of FS (resp. DFS)
spaces is open. We recall that a Fre chetSchwartz E is a Montel space (in
particular, it is reflexive).
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Proposition 3.4 [Gr]. (i) A countable projective limit (resp. strict
inductive limit) of FS (resp. DFS) is still FS (resp. DFS).
(ii) Let u: E0  E1 be a linear continuous map of FS (resp. DFS)
spaces and let tu: E$1  E$0 be the transposed map. Then u has closed range
if and only if tu has closed range.
Definition 3.5 [Gr]. A locally convex Hausdorff space E is said to be
an LF-space if it is inductive limit of a sequence of Fre chet spaces (En)n # N .
We recall the following result, see [Gr]:
A LF-space such that the maps in the inductive system are com-
pact and injective is DFS.
Examples 3.6. (1) Let X be a real analytic manifold, let U be an open
subset of X. The vector space 1(U; CX ) is FS, when is endowed with the
topology of the uniform convergence on compact subsets, for all
derivatives.
(2) The vector space 1K (U; CX ) of sections on U supported by K is
closed topological vector subspace of 1(U; CX ) and so is FS.
(3) Let X be a complex analytic manifold. The vector space 1(X; OX)
is FS, when endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on
compact subsets. Actually, it is a closed subspace of 1(X; CX ).
(4) Let K be a compact in a complex manifold X. The vector space
1(K; OX) is a DFS-space.
More precisely, let (Ui) i # N be a fundamental system of neighborhoods of
K such that Ui+1 is relatively compact in Ui and that all components of Ui
intersect K. The maps O(Ui)  O(Ui+1) are compact and injective.
In this way, O(K)= i O(Ui) can be endowed with a topology of type
DFS which coincides with its LF topology.
3.2. Topology on Sections of Coherent OX-Modules
Let us recall some results of RamisRuget [R-R].
Proposition 3.7 [R-R]. Let X be a complex analytic manifold (in
particular, X is countable at infinity) and let F be a coherent analytic sheaf
on X.
(i) The space 1(X; F) is naturally endowed with a topology of type
FS.
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(ii) Suppose that X is a Stein manifold. Let F  G be a morphism of
coherent analytic sheaves. Then the map 1(X; F)  1(X; G) is continuous
and strict.
Proposition 3.8 [R-R]. (i) Let K be a Stein compact subset of a
complex manifold X and F be a coherent OX -module. Then the space
1(K; F) is naturally endowed with a topology of DFS-space which coincides
with its LF topology.
(ii) Let K be a Stein compact subset of X. Let F  G be a morphism
of coherent analytic sheaves. Then the map 1(K; F)  1(K; G) is continuous
and strict.
Now, we can endow the space of tempered global sections with a topology
of type DFS.
Proposition 3.9 Let U be a relatively compact subanalytic Stein open
subset of X, and let F be a coherent analytic sheaf on X.
(i) The vector space is 1(X; Ft&U) is naturally endowed with a topol-
ogy of type DFS, such that the linear injective map 1(X; Ft&U)  1(U; F)
is continuous.
(ii) Let F  G be a morphism of coherent analytic sheaves. Then the
map 1(X; Ft&U)  1(X; Gt&U) is continuous and strict.
Proof. (i) Let us first prove the result when F=OX . By Theorem 2.5,
1(X; Ot&UX ) is a closed subspace of 1(X; Db
t&U
X ) as the kernel of the
map 1(X; Db t&UX ) w 1(X; (Db
t&U
X )
(0, 1)). Then 1(X; O t&UX ) is naturally
endowed with a topology of type DFS. For this topology, the natural injec-
tion 1(X; Ot&UX )  1(U; OX) is continuous by the closed graph theorem.
Now we treat the general case. By considering a finite Stein covering of
U , we may assume that there is a free resolution:
0  ONpX  } } }  O
N0
X  F  0.
By applying Theorem 2.17, one gets an exact sequence:
0  1(X; (Ot&UX )
Np)  } } }  1(X; (Ot&UX )
N0)  1(X; Ft&U)  0.
Hence 1(X; Ft&U) has a natural QDFS topology, for which the natural
injection 1(X; Ft&U)  1(U; F), given by Theorem 2.14, is continuous.
This proves (i).
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(ii) Let us consider H=coker(F  G). By applying the tempered
Cartan’s Theorem 2.17, we obtain the exact sequence of continuous and
linear maps between DFS-spaces:
1(X; Ft&U)  1(X; Gt&U)  1(X; Ht&U).
Then the range of 1(X; Ft&U) in 1(X; Gt&U) is a closed subspace. The
result follows. K
3.3. Topology on Sections of Coherent DX -Modules
Let M be a coherent DX -module. Let us first describe the DFS topology
on the space 1(K; M) in case K is a Stein compact subset of X.
Theorem 3.10. Let X be a complex manifold, and let K be a Stein
compact subset of X. Let M be a coherent DX -module. Then 1(K; M) is
naturally endowed with a DFS topology.
Proof. (i) Assume first M has a good filtration on a neighborhood
of K, M=j # N Mj , every Mj being OX -coherent.
Due to Proposition 3.8, the natural map 1(K; Mj)  1(K; Mj+1) is con-
tinuous and strict, and hence the space 1(K; M) is a strict inductive limit
of the family (1(K; Mj))j # N . As every 1(K; Mj) is a DFS-space, 1(K; M) is
a DFS-space as well.
(ii) In the general case, we consider a countable covering i # I Ki
of K where each Ki is a Stein compact subset small enough so that M
admits a good filtration on a neighborhood of Ki . We have the exact
sequence:
0  1(K; M)  
i # I
1(Ki ; M)  
(i, j) # I2
1(Ki & Kj ; M). (22)
We deduce that 1(K; M) is a closed subset of i # I 1(Ki ; M) which is a
direct sum of DFS thanks to the preceding lemma. It follows that 1(K; M)
is a DFS-space.
We still have to verify that this topology is independent of the covering
K=(Ki) i # I .
Let K$=(K$:): # A be a refined covering of K. There exists a map (refin-
ing map) { : A  I such that K$: /K{(:) \: # A.
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This map induces a morphism of complexes
0 ww 1(K; M) ww 
i # I
1(Ki ; M) ww } } }
;
0 ww 1(K; M) ww 
: # A
1(K$: ; M) ww } } }
ww 1 \,i # I Ki ; M+ ww 0
ww 1 \ ,: # A K$: ; M+ ww 0
where ; is linear isomorphism and continuous between DFS-spaces. By the
Banach Theorem, this map is open. K
Corollary 3.11. Let X be a complex manifold. Let M be a coherent
DX -module. Let us endow 1(X; M) with the topology obtained as the projec-
tive limit topology of the family (1(K; M)), where K ranges over the family
of Stein compact subsets of X:
1(X; M)=
K
1(K; M).
The space 1(X; M) is Hausdorff.
4. TOPOLOGICAL DUALITY AND VANISHING THEOREM
We shall have to work in the derived categories of FS or DFS-spaces.
Let us remark that these categories are not abelian but only additive. Let
us recall their construction (see [K-S1]). One denote by Cb(FS) the
additive category of bounded complexes of topological vector spaces of
type FS and linear continuous morphism, and by Kb(FS) the category
obtained by identifying with 0 a morphism in Cb(FS) homotopic to 0.
Then Db(FS) is the localization of Kb (FS) by the complexes which are
algebraically exact. The construction of Db(DFS) is similar.
Proposition 4.1 [K-S1]. Let F # DbR&c(CX). Then we can define
R1(X; F
w
OX) and R1c(X; THom(F, 0X))[dX]
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as objects of Db(FS) and Db(DFS) respectively, and they are dual to each
other.
This duality will allow us to reduce our problem on the vanishing of
formal cohomology to the analogue problem for tempered cohomology,
which has been studied in Section 3. Let us recall the lemma of Serre
duality:
Lemma 4.2 (Serre Duality). Let E wu F wv G be a sequence of
FS-spaces with linear and continuous maps such that v b u=0. Let
E$ wu$ F$ wv$ G$ be the transposed sequence where the dual spaces are
endowed with the strong topology. Then the pairing between F and F $ induces
a pairing between ker vim u and ker u$im v$ which makes these two spaces
dual to each other.
Corollary 4.3. Let
E : } } } ww
v&2
E&1 ww
v&1
E0 ww
v0
E 1 ww
v1
} } }
be an exact sequence except in degree 0 of FS-spaces with linear continuous
maps and suppose that H 0(E) is endowed with a Hausdorff topology. Then
the transposed sequence
E*: } } } ww
(v&1)$
(E&1)$ ww
(v0)$
(E0)$ ww
(v1)$
(E1)$ ww
(v2)$
} } }
is exact except in degree 0 .
Proof. By the hypothesis, all v j ’s have closed ranges. Hence the same
properties holds for the transposed map (v j)$. The result then follows
directly from Serre duality. K
Theorem 4.4. Let F be a perverse sheaf on a Stein manifold X. Then the
complex R1c(X; F
w
OX)[dX] is concentrated in degree zero.
Proof. We recall the isomorphism:
H qc(X; F
w
OX)t
U
Hq(X; FU 
w
OX), (23)
where U ranges over the family of relatively compact Stein open subsets of
X. Hence, it is enough to prove that the complex R1(X; FU
w
OX)[dX] is
concentrated in degree zero. Since U is relatively compact and according to
Proposition 4.1, the object R1(X; FU
w
OX) # Db(FS) is the topological
dual of the object R1(X; THom(FU , 0X))[dX] # Db (DFS).
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By Corollary 2.18, the complex of vector spaces R1(X; THom(FU , 0X))
is exact except in degree zero. In order to fulfill the hypotheses of Corol-
lary 4.3, it is enough to show that the natural topology on the space
1(X; THom(FU , 0X)) is Hausdorff.
This is done in the next lemma which allows us to conclude. K
Lemma 4.5. Let F be a perverse sheaf on a Stein manifold X and U be
a relatively compact subanalytic Stein subset of X. Then the space
1(X; THom(FU , OX)) is a DFS-space.
Proof. Keeping the same notations as in Corollary 2.18, and using the
isomorphism (21) for q=0, we can write:
1(X; THom(FU , OX))&
j # N
1(X; M t&Uj ).
By Proposition 3.9, we deduce that 1(X; THom(FU , OX)) is a strict induc-
tive limit of DFS-spaces, and the result follows. K
Remark 4.6. Let X be a Stein manifold and F be a perverse sheaf on X.
Although the complex R1c(X; F
w
OX)[dX] is concentrated in degree zero,
the ‘‘dual’’ complex R1(X; THom(F, 0X)) is not concentrated in degree
zero in general. Let us give an example (communicated by P. Schapira).
Let us denote by 2/X_X the diagonal embedding. We have the
isomorphism
DX &R1[2] O
(0, dX)
X_X [dX],
and R1[2]OX_X=THom(C2[&dX], OX_X) is a regular holonomic
DX_X-module.
For X=C, we have the isomorphism of sheaves:
DC &OC[t],
and we shall prove that H 1(C; OC[t]){0.
In fact, we have the c-soft resolution of OC[t]
0  OC[t]  CC [t] w C

C [t]  0,
from which we obtained a representation of R1(C; OC[t]),
0  1(C; CC [t]) w 1(C; C

C [t])  0.
There exists a section % # 1(C; CC [t]) with compact support K such
that the support of any solution of the equation  9=% is the whole set C.
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Setting 8(z)=n%(z&n)tn # 1(C; CC [t]), the solutions 9 of the
equation  9=8 belong to 1(C; CC [[t]]) but does not belong to
1(C; CC [t]). It follows that H
1(C; OC [t]){0.
5. ANOTHER PROOF OF THEOREM 4.4.
In this section, we give a different proof of the vanishing theorem for
formal cohomology of perverse sheaves. This proof only requires elemen-
tary facts on the duality between FS and DFS-spaces in derived categories.
The duality functor between FS and DFS-spaces being exact, it extends
to duality functor between the derived categories. More precisely, we have
the
Lemma 5.1. (i) The duality functor *: FS  DFS induces a triangu-
lated functor Db(FS)  Db(DFS).
(ii) In particular, if A  B  C w+1 is a distinguished triangle in
Db(FS) (resp. Db(DFS)), and D  B*  A* w+1 is a distinguished triangle
in Db(DFS) (resp. Db(FS)), then there is an isomorphism D&C*.
Proof. It is enough to check that the dual of a mapping cone is the
mapping cone of the dual, which is obvious. K
The following proposition is a particular case of a theorem of Kashiwara
and Schapira [K-S1, Theorem 6.1].
Proposition 5.2. Let X be a complex manifold and K a compact subset
of X. Let F # DbR&c(CX). Then the complexes R1K (X; F
w
OX)[dX] #
Db(FS) and R1(K; THom(F, 0X)) # Db(DFS) are dual to each other.
Proof. We have the two distinguished triangles:
R1K (X; F
w
OX)  R1(X; F
w
OX)  R1(X"K; F
w
OX) w
+1
R1c(X"K; THom(F, 0X))  R1c(X; THom(F, 0X))
 R1(K; THom(F, 0X)) w
+1
By Proposition 4.1, the complexes R1(X; F
w
OX) (resp. R1(X"K;
F
w
OX)) and R1c(X; THom(F, 0X))[dX] (resp. R1c(X"K; THom(F, 0X))
[dX]) are dual to each other. Then we apply the preceding lemma to
obtain the result. K
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Proposition 5.3 (OkaCartan’s Theorem). Let X be a complex
manifold and K a Stein compact subset of X. Let F be a perverse sheaf on
X. Then the complex R1(K; THom(F, 0X)) is concentrated in degree zero.
Proof. For all perverse sheaves F on X, THom(F, OX) is a regular
holonomic DX -module M. Then, M admits a global good filtration (see
[K-K]), such that M= j # N Mj where each Mj is a coherent analytic
sheaf. Thus we get the isomorphism,
R1(K; M)&
j # N
R1(K; Mj).
By Cartan’s Theorem B, we have H i (K, Mj)=0 for all i>0 and j # N.
This completes the proof. K
Theorem 5.4. Let F be a perverse sheaf on a Stein manifold X. Then the
complex R1c(X; F
w
OX)[dX] is concentrated in degree zero.
Proof. We have shown that, for all Stein compact K subset of X, the
complex R1(K, THom(F, 0X)) is concentrated in degree zero and the
space 1(K, THom(F, 0X)) is endowed with a Hausdorff topology.
By Corollary 4.3 and Proposition 5.2, we deduce that the complex
R1K (X; F
w
OX) is concentrated in degree dX .
Moreover, there exists a filtrant family [K] of Stein compact sets which
cover X. The proof is completed by recalling the isomorphism:
H ic(X, F
w
OX)&
K
H iK(X, F
w
OX). K
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